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Wellhead Equipment - Casing Heads & Spools  

Casing Heads  

Top Connections Bottom Connections 

All heads have standard API Flanges. Optional lockdown 
screws (two) for bowl protectors or (multiple) for annular 
seal compression can be provided on request. 

The standard bottom preparation is the most commonly 
used Slip On Weld Socket (SOW). API female, BTC and 
proprietary casing threads can be provided on request. 

 

 

Specification :  

GDS-22 Casing Heads   

Top Flange  Top Flange  Bottom Casing  
Outlets  

inches  Rating psi  inches  

11  2000  8-5/8 - 9-5/8 - 10-3/4  2" LP  

11  3000  8-5/8 - 9-5/8 - 10-3/4  2" LP  

11  5000  8-5/8 - 9-5/8 - 10-3/4  2" LP  

13-5/8  2000  13-3/8  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  13-3/8  2" LP  

13-5/8  5000  13-3/8  2" LP  
 

 

GDS-29 Casing Heads 
 

Top Flange  Top Flange  Bottom Casing  
Outlets  

inches  Rating psi  inches  

9  2000  7-5/8 - 8-5/8  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

9  3000  7-5/8 - 8-5/8  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

9  5000  7-5/8 - 8-5/8  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

11  3000  8-5/8 - 10-3/4  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

11  5000  8-5/8 - 10-3/4  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

13-5/8  3000  13-3/8  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  

13-5/8  5000  13-3/8  2-1/16" 5M - SSO  
 

 
Notes:  
API 6-A limits the MWP for threaded joints as follows: 
4-1/2 to 10-3/4 5000 psi 
11-3/4 to 13-3/8 3000 psi  
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Casing Spools  

GDS Spool Bowls and Outlets Top Connections 

GDS Bowls has been a field proven universally accepted 
design. The 45° load shoulder in the straight bowl, 
accepts the C-21 and C-22 casing hangers which have 
been an industry standard for many years. Standard 
outlets are 2-1/16,2000 to 5000 psi WP. Housings rated 
10,000 psi have 1-13/16" outlets. Studded or flanged 
outlets have internal VR threads. API line pipe outlets are 
also available. 

All spools have standard API flanges. Optional lockdown 
screws (two) for bowl protectors or (multiple) for annular 
seal compression can be provided on request. 

Bottom Connections   

The bottom connections are API Flanges and accept 
Standard PE pack off bushings. 

  

 

Specification :  

GDS-Casing Spools   

Bottom Flange  
Bottom 
Flange  

Top Flange Flange  Bottom 
Preparation 

Outlets  

inches  Rating psi  inches  Rating psi  

11  3000  11  3000  9BG  2" LP  

11  3000  11  3000  9BG  2" LP  

11  5000  11  5000  9BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  11  3000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  11  3000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  11  5000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  5000  11  5000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  5000  11  10000  9-5/8 -"00"  2" LP  
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GDS-Casing Spools   

Bottom 
Flange  

Bottom 
Flange  

Top Flange  Flange  Bottom 
Preparation 

Outlets  

inches  Rating psi  inches  Rating psi 

11  3000  11  3000  9BG  2" LP  

11  3000  11  3000  9BG  2-1/16" 5M-SS0  

11  3000  11  5000  9BG  2" LP  

11  3000  11  5000  9BG  2-1/16" 5M- SSO  

13-5/8  3000  11  3000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  11  3000  10-3/4BG  2-1/16" 5M-SS0  

13-5/8  3000  11  5000  10-3/4BG  2" LP  

13-5/8  3000  11  5000  10-3/4BG  2-1/16" 5M - SS0  

13-5/8  5000  11  5000  10-3/4BG  2-1/16" 5M - SS0  

13-5/8  5000  11  10000  9-5/8 - "00" 1-13/16"x10M - SSO  

13-5/8  10000  11  10000  9-5/8 - "00" 1-13/16"x10M - SSO  
 

 

 

Wellhead Equipment - Tubing Heads & Spools  

Tubing Heads and Spools  

Spool bowls and outlets Top connections 

The Integrated Equipment-TCM Tubing head and tubing 
spool bowl profile is designed with a straight bowl profile 
to accept the popular range of industry standard tubing 
hanger designs. These hangers include wrap around 
hangers, mandrel hangers and extended neck hangers. 

All GDS supplied tubing spools have a complete set of 
ET style lockdown screws for tubing hanger retention as 
required by API - 6A.  

Outlet Connections Bottom Preparation 

Tubing spools are equipped with API studded outlets as 
the standard. All studded outlet connections are 
threaded for VR plugs. Threaded outlet connections are 
available upon request. 

 

All tubing spools are designed to receive our standard 
PE secondary seal. Other secondary seal preparations 
are available upon request. 
Our standard range of tubing spools are offered in the 
following sizes. 
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GDS Tubing Spools  

Bottom 
Flange  

Bottom 
Flange  

Top Flange  Flange  
Bottom 

Preparation 
Outlets  

inches  
Rating 

psi  
inches  Rating psi 

9  2000  7-1/16  2000  7-"00" 2" LP  

9  2000  7-1/16  3000  7-"00" 2" LP  

9  3000  7-1/16  3000  7-"00" 2" LP  

9  3000  7-1/16  5000  7-"00" 2" LP  

9  5000  7-1/16  5000  7-"00" 2" LP  

11  2000 7-1/16  2000  7-"00" 2" LP  

11  2000  7-1/16  - 2000  7-"00" 2-1/16- 2M SSO  

11  2000  7-1/16  3000  7-"00" 2" LP  

11  2000  7-1/16  3000  7-"00" 2-1/16-5M SSO  

11  3000  7-1/16  3000  9BG  2" LP  

11  3000  7-1/16  3000  9BG  2-1/16 - 5M SSO 

11  3000  7-1/16  5000  9BG  2-1/16 - 5M SSO 

11  5000 7-1/16  5000  9BG  2-1/16 - 5M SSO 

11  5000  7-1/16  10000  9BG  1-13/16 - 10M 
SSO  

11  10000  7-1/16  10000  9BG  1-13/16 - 10M 
SSO  

11  10000 7-1/16  15000  9HPE  1-13/16 - 15M 
SSO  

11  3000  9  3000  9BG  2-1/16 - 5M SSO 

11  3000  9  5000  9BG  2" LP  

11  3000  9  5000  9BG  2-1/16 - 5M SSO 

11  5000 9  10000  9BG  1-13/16 - 10M 
SSO  
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Wellhead Equipment - FC type Gate Valves 

Integrated FC Style gate valves combine a forged body and the proven slab-gate and floating seat design used throughout 
the industry. The slab-gate design provides a metal-to-metal seal on the flow stream and the bolted bonnet provides for 
ease of maintenance and repair. 
Features :  

 

Forged Body  Bolted bonnet  

 

Full - bore  Easy Maintenance  

 

Non - rising stem  
 

Standard trims available, including sour gas 
applications  

 

Floating seats  API 6A certified  

 

Self energized stem packing  Available in flanged and threaded end connections  

 

Metal to metal backseat capability      
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Non-Weld Bow Spring Centralizer 

GDS Non Weld Bow Spring Centralizers are made under state of art Engineering Techniques and rugged quality 
system. They developed to exceed API 10D specification for used under most demanding condition. These Centralizers 
designed for High Restoring Force and Low Starting & Running Force for centralizing the casing pipe in Vertical, 
Horizontal and Deviated well.  

Premium quality Bows are made of special Double Rolled Alloy Steel and hot formed in totally controlled Heart Treatment 
Plant to achieve the uniform hardness all over and good spring action. End Collars are designed with self-locking action, 
which are easy to assemble, time saver and having strong grip. The five standard sizes Bows can configure to any hole 
dia. These Bows with extended profile prevent them from hitting against casing collars. These Centralizers undergo a 
special Iron Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated with special Polyester Powder.  

These can be shipped in half assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage costs. They are available in 2 7/8” 
to 20” sizes. Any special sizes or combination can available on request. 

 

 
Welded Hinged Spring Bow Centralizer 

GDS Welded Hinged Spring Bow Centralizers are high quality welded products, which meet or exceed API 10D 
specification. Welded Centralizer has more Restoring Force as compare to Non Weld Centralizer. The Centralizers have 
Bow Spring strongly welded to the End Collar under required temperature and condition with extra low Hydrogen coated 
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Electrodes. Integral hinge folded on the inside stay intact even under extreme stress. The End Collars are designed with a 
Reinforcing Rib stamped into the End Collar to give maximum structural toughness. These generally shipped in half 
assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage cost.  

 
Welded Slip on Spring Bow Centralizer 

GDS Welded Slip on Spring Bow Centralizer, Its Operational, General design, Features and Characteristics are the 
same as Hinged Welded Centralizers. Collars are specially designed with roll formed peripheral ridges which provide 
extra rigidity. Slips On Centralizers are provided for direct installation on pipe by slipping on and can be providing with Set 
Screw for elimination of Stop collar. They are shipped in assembled condition only.  

Both types Centralizers are available with combination of Bows configure from choice of seven standard Bow height for 
optimum Starting and Restoring Force. These centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating process to prevent 
from Rust then coated with special Polyester Powder they are available in all sizes ranging from 4 ½ “ to 20 ”. 

 
Non-Weld Turbolizer 

GDS Non Welded Turbolizer have all the characteristic of regular Centralizer as far as Starting Force is concerned. The 
main difference is that Turbolizer Centralizer has deflector blades fitted on Standard Bow Springs. These blades or Fins 
are specially made of Heat Treated spring steel. Processed under rigid condition as per API 10D specifications. It is 
equipped with Right and Left hand combination. These bows are fitted on uniquely designed self locking End Collar. 
Another special characteristics are built in Stop device on leading End Collar. The Metals Fins installed on the Bows, to 
help induce turbulence in the cement slurry during pumping operation. Spring action of blades makes them flexible, which 
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minimize damage while moving downhole. This device improves the cleaning action of Drilling Fluids; Distribute the 
cement slurry into Well bore irregularities and minimizes channeling. . These Centralizers undergo a special Iron 
Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated with special Polyester Powder.  

These can be shipped in half assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage costs. They are available in 4 ½ ” 
to 20 ” sizes. Any special sizes or combination can available on request. 

 

 

Welded Turbolizer 

GDS Hinged Welded Bow Spring Turbolizer induces a spiral flow pattern in the slurry thereby increasing displacement 
efficiency. It has deflector blades fitted on Standard Bow Springs. These blades or Fins are specially made of Heat 
Treated spring steel. Processed under rigid condition as per API 10D specifications. It equipped with Right and Left hand 
combination. Welded Turbolizer is ideal for deviated and horizontal well. Bow Spring strongly welded to the End Collar 
under required temperature and condition with extra low Hydrogen coated Electrodes, which assured ultimate strength 
and uniformity in every weld. Integral hinge folded on the inside stay intact even under extreme stress. The End Collars 
are designed with a reinforcing Rib stamped into the End Collar to give maximum structural toughness Another special 
characteristics are built in Stop device on leading End Collar. The metals fins installed on the bows, to help induce 
turbulence in the cement slurry during pumping operation. Spring action of blades makes them flexible, which minimize 
damage while moving downhole. This device improves the cleaning action of drilling fluids, distribute the cement slurry 
into well bore irregularities and minimize channeling. . These Centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating 
process to prevent from Rust then coated with special Polyester Powder These can be shipped in half assembled 
condition for economy in shipping and storage costs. They are available in 4 ½ ” to 20 ” sizes. Any special sizes or 
combination can available on request. 
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Slip On Bow Spring Turbolizer 

GDS Slip On Bow Spring Turbolizer Its Operational, General design, Features and Characteristics are the same as 
Hinged Welded Turbolizer. Collars are specially designed with roll formed peripheral ridges which provide extra rigidity. 
Slips On Turbolizers are provided for direct installation on pipe by slipping on and can be provided with Set Screw for 
elimination of Stop collar. They are shipped in assembled condition only. They are available in 4 ½ ” to 20 ” sizes. Any 
special sizes or combination can available on request.  

 

 

Rotating Centralizer  

GDS Rotating Centralizer can be used with a Rotating Liner in highly deviated well condition. These Centralizers have 
high Restoring Force, which provides optimum Stand Off and Low moving force to minimize drag. They meet or exceed 
API 10D specification. The Centralizer allows free rotation of pipe for maximum displacement efficiency. The Stop Collar 
between the End Collar minimizes moving forces while reciprocating. Rotating Bows are made of special Double Rolled 
Alloy Steel and hot formed in totally controlled Heart Treatment Plant to achieve the uniform hardness all over and good 
spring action. End Collars are specially designed with roll formed peripheral ridges, which provide extra rigidity. Slips On 
Centralizers are provided for direct installation on pipe by slipping on to casing pipe.  
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Rotating Bow Spring strongly welded to the End Collar under required temperature and condition with extra low Hydrogen 
coated Electrodes. This assured ultimate strength and uniformity in every weld. A stop Collar placed inside the End Collar. 
They are shipped in assembled condition only. 

These centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated with special 
Polyester Powder they are available in sizes ranging from 4 ½“ to 13 3/8”. 

 

Hinged Non welded Positive Centralizer 

GDS Non welded positive Centralizers are uniquely designed with flat bottom U profile of different depths. The 
Centralizers significantly reduce frictional drag while being used in deviated holes. They provide almost 100% Stand Off 
when run inside a cased hole. They are supplied ¼” or 6 mm less than the inside diameter of the hole size in which 
Centralizer is to be run. This design eliminates weak (brittle) spots passage. U profile bow design permits maximum fluid 
passage. End Collars are designed with self-locking action, which are easy to assemble, time saver and strong grip. The 
Ten special U sizes Bows can configure to any hole dia. These Bows with extended profile prevent them from hitting 
against casing collars. Bows are of high quality steel for consistent characteristics. They are available in all sizes ranging 
from 3 ½” to 20”. These centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated 
with special Polyester Powder. 

These can be shipped in half assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage costs. They are available in 4 ½” 
to 20 ” sizes. Any special sizes or combination can available on request. 
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Non Weld Semi Rigid Centralizer 

GDS Non Weld semi Rigid Centralizers has the ability to withstand high lateral load encountered. This device ensures 
high efficiency in casing jobs on Deviated and Horizontal wells. Combining the features of Standard Spring Bow 
Centralizers and Rigid Centralizers. It has high Restoring force and high Stand Off with low Running Force which is ideally 
suitable for Deviated and Horizontal wells where load on springs are maximum. Bows spring is made of premium quality 
Alloy Steel under rigid Heat treatment plant. The spring characteristics of Double Crested profile permit compression to 
facilitate movement through Tight spots and Doglegs. Compared to other Spring Bow Centralizers this device attains high 
Stand Off because of high Restoring force. Its increase contact area for less Bow penetration, which helps in complete 
Mud removal while Cementing. Bows can be configured for any hole dia from choice of Five standard Double Crested 
Bows. These Centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated with 
special Polyester Powder. 

These can be shipped in half assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage costs. They are available in 4 ½ ” 
to 20 ” sizes. Any special sizes or combination can available on request. 

 

Welded Hinged Semi Rigid Centralizers 

GDS Hinged Welded Semi rigid Centralizer ensures high efficiency in casing. Welded Centralizer has more Restoring 
Force as compare to Non Weld Centralizer. The Centralizers have double crested Bow Spring strongly welded to the End 
Collar under required temperature and condition with extra low Hydrogen coated Electrodes, which assured ultimate 
strength and uniformity in every weld. Integral hinge folded on the inside stay intact even under extreme stress. The End 
Collars are designed with a reinforcing Rib stamped into the End Collar to give maximum structural toughness. These 
generally shipped in half assembled condition for economy in shipping and storage cost. 
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Heavy Duty Slip On Welded Spiralizor 

GDS Spiralizor is designed especially for highly deviated or horizontal wells. Ideal for use with Liner Hangers. The steel 
construction ensures extra strength and superior toughness. The boat shaped Spiral fins minimize Drag Forces while 
running pipe. The fins glide smoothly in the low side of horizontal bore holes. Wide symmetrical fins are smoothly beveled 
on the both ends to have lower coefficient of friction and to ease casing movement in either direction. Fins designs also 
resist high side load. Spirally oriented Fins welded to the one piece rolled formed End Collar under required temperature 
and condition with extra low Hydrogen coated Electrodes, which assured ultimate strength and uniformity in every weld. 
Steel construction provides superior toughness over other materials. Vanes can be selected to meet any hole dia from a 
choice of seven boat profile depths. Slip On Spiralizor are provided for direct installation on the pipe by slipping on and 
can be provided with compatible Stop Collars beveled from one side positioned by set screw. 
They are shipped in assembled condition only. These Centralizers undergo a special Iron Phosphate coating process to 
prevent from Rust then coated with special Polyester Powder they are available in all sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8”.  

 

Straight Slip On Welded Spiralizor 

GDS Straight Slip On Welded Spiralizor is designed especially for highly deviated and Horizontal wells. They are ideal 
for use with liner hangers. The heavy steel construction is highly effective as compare to other alloy. Wide symmetrical 
Straight fins are welded to the one piece rolled formed Sleeve under required temperature and condition with extra low 
Hydrogen coated Electrodes, which assured ultimate strength and uniformity in every weld. Steel construction provides 
superior toughness over other materials. Vanes can be selected to meet any hole dia from a choice of seven boat profile 
depths. Straight Slip On Spiralizor are provided for direct installation on the pipe by slipping on and can be provided with 
compatible Stop Collars beveled from one side positioned by set screw. Fins are design to provide low coefficient of 
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friction to reduce drag forces while running pipe. Fins create vortex flow to optimize mud displacement and minimize 
pressure drop across the centralizer. Straight blades yield to allow passage through unexpected under gauge open hole. 
Straight Slip On Welded Spiralizor are provided for direct installation on the pipe by slipping on and can be provided with 
compatible Stop Collars beveled from one side positioned by set screw. They are shipped in assembled condition only. 
These centralizers undergo a special Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then coated with special Polyester 
Powder they are available in all sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8”. 

   

 

   

Straight Blade Solid Centralizer 

GDS Straight Blade Solid Centralizer provide the right features for getting a good primary cementing job with maximum 
casing / wellbore stand off. The straight fines / vanes do not impart hydraulic forces on pressure sensitive formations. Since 
there is no radial flow path for the fluids to follow, therefore solids and cuttings transport relies solely on the turbulent or 
laminar flow rather than radial flow. 

It provides ultimate drag and torque reduction with maximum fluid by pass with low friction factor. These Centralizers are 
designed to minimize unwanted removal of well cake and for easy running of casing. Withstands high well bore temperature 
while providing maximum horizontal stand off. These Centralizers are Well head friendly and have high impact with shock 
resistance, along with optimum tensile and yield strength.  

GDS straight Solid Centralizer is constructed of one-piece high strength corrosion resistance Alloy Aluminum, Alloy Steel, 
Stainless Steel or Non sparkling Alloy Zinc. Centralizers are available in short length, long length and standard length. Further, 
they can supply in fixed design and non-fixed design. These centralizer are High graded castings followed with surface finishing 
on CNC Lathe, then rigid inspection make a quality product. All Centralizers are stove painted or coated with polyester powder. 
They are available in all sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8” for any hole combination. 
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Spiral Blade Solid Centralizer 

GDS Spiral Solid Centralizers were developed in response to the need for better cementing in high deviated and 
horizontal well. They are design to provide optimum flow and its fins or blades overlap the entire 360-degree open hole 
circumference. Therefore it reduced flow area between the spiral provides and create vortex motion to increase fluid 
velocity with direction. Extra length of fins gives maximum centralization, high standoff and increase annular turbulence. 
Even without rotation, the relived angle fins/ blades induce turbulent flow for improved cutting and filter cake removal. As 
straight fins / blades provides only standoff while spiral solid Centralizer provide more effective Stand Off and Fluid swirl. 
The angle of the uniquely designed spiral fin produced maximum fluid swirl, thus maximum removal of debris from around 
the casing in any type of hole. Withstand high well bore temperature while providing maximum horizontal standoff. These 
Centralizers are Well head friendly and have high impact with shock resistance, along with optimum tensile and yield 
strength. 

 

                                                                            Spiral Rotating Solid Centralizer 

GDS Rotating Solid centralizers are unique special purpose centralizers because of its design. The Full 360-degree 
radius fins provide a long lead-in on the fins. This is ideal for running casing in unusually irregular well bores, for guiding 
the casing and providing the maximum flexibility for the casing string. The 45 degree angled fins create a radial swirling 
fluid motion when the fluid is being pumped. Therefore radial motion eliminates channeling, it pick up well solids from the 
low side, get the mud out, and put the cement in. This feature provides excellent circumference standoff from the 
wellbore. The vanes are tapered at the top and bottom which decreases drag during running into the casing or well bore. 
These centralizers are not fixed to the casing. It rotates ups and down by the use of Stop Collar. Its some how works like 
a bearing and greatly reduce the torque which is necessary to rotate the casing. Its outer dia is always lesser by ¼” or 6 
mm from wellbore.  

GDS Spiral Rotating Solid Centralizer is constructed of one-piece high strength Alloy Steel or Stainless Steel. 
Centralizers are available in standard length only. These Centralizer are High graded castings followed with surface 
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finishing on CNC Lathe, then rigid inspection make a quality product. All Centralizers are stove painted or coated with 
polyester powder. They are available in all sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8” for any hole combination. 

 

                                                                                Angled Solid Centralizers 

GDS Angled Solid Centralizers are multipurpose centralizers, it has features of straight fins as well as spiral fins 
Centralizers. Straight fins allows Centralizers smooth sliding into the casing and maximum fluid pass by low friction. While 
spiral fins create a radial swirling fluid motion when the fluid being pumped. Therefore, radial motion eliminates 
channeling. This feature provides excellent circumference standoff from the wellbore. Therefore, it helps in removal of 
maximum debris from around the casing in horizontal, deviated, or straight holes. Made of Alloy Steel. Centralizers are 
casted in one single piece without welding therefore No weak joints, No welding cracks, and No doubt of failure. Castings 
of high-grade metallic alloy have high impact and shock resistance combined with high tensile and high yield strength. A 
wide range of sizes and design make it very user friendly. High graded castings followed with surface finishing on CNC 
Lathe, then rigid inspection make a quality product. All Centralizers are stove painted or coated with polyester powder. 
They are available in all sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8” for any hole combination. 

 

 

Welded Straight Cage type Rigid Centralizers 

GDS welded straight cage type rigid Centralizers are designed for high deviated horizontal well where casing 
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centralization is the main consideration. The Caged Straight fins Centralizer is made in several lengths as desired by the 
customer. These have special sizes rolled Alloy Steels bars welded to the one piece rolled formed End Collar under 
required temperature and condition with extra low Hydrogen coated Electrodes, which assured ultimate strength and 
uniformity in every weld. Steel construction provides superior toughness over other materials. Its Insured positive standoff, 
Maximum flow, Maximum well bore Stabilization, Maximum holding strength, decreased drag. Centralizers are provided 
for direct installation on pipe by slipping on and with or without Set Screw for elimination of Stop collar. They are shipped 
in assembled condition only. All Centralizers are stove painted or coated with polyester powder. They are available in all 
sizes ranging from 3 ½” to 13 3/8” for any hole combination. 

 

 

 

Hinged Spiral Nail Stop Collar 
 

GDS Hinged Spiral Nail Stop Collar is combine in two pieces and hinged at two-end 180 degree apart. This hinged Stop 
Collar has an internal groove into which a spiral-locking pin is driven. It tightens the collar to the casing firmly. They can be 
latched on the casing pipe without having to be slipped on. It’s easy to install. These are most effective where low annular 
clearance is encountered. These Stop Collars undergo a special Phosphate coating process to prevent from Rust then 
coated with special Polyester Powder they are available in all sizes ranging from 4 ½ “ to 20 ”.  

                                                  

 

    

Joint keys welded on 
sleeve 

Joint keys welded on 
pipe 

Various types of joint 
keys 
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                                                                      Stabilizer Joints For Well Screen 

GDS Stabilizer’s Joints are an another unique product that designed for reasons of economy and to reduce the cost for 
Stabilizing and centering the pipe. These Stabilizers Joints can use as Stabilizers and as well as Centralizers joints also; 
they can be welded directly on Pipe and on Sleeve for centralization. In drilling, Rock Bits are designed to rotate about 
their own centre. Stabilization assures that the bit will do this and thus cause the energies and forces exerted on it to be 
most efficiently utilized in an axial direction. Without stabilization, rough spiral bores ledges and other unconformity are 
obtained. The possibilities of crooked hole are enhanced. Drill steel rotating in these rough and crooked bores scrubs and 
scrapes against the bore wall and thereby abrades. This allows uniform loading and better distribution of explosives in the 
hole. This means more blasting efficiency and a reduction in secondary blasting. Theoretically, the guiding elements 
should have the same diameter as the bit. Unfortunately, this is not practical because of the normal attrition of rock bit 
gauge wear surfaces. The stabilizer should therefore be held at the largest diameter practicable. Concentricity of guiding 
elements with the axis of the bit and steel is also quite important to proper stabilization. Eccentricities of these elements 
tend to avoid any hope of reducing drilling costs with a stabilizer. Therefore, the Stabilizer that maintains guiding elements 
close to hole wall is most efficient. 

Therefore, they are available in several lengths and sizes (specially designed Radius on top and bottom of joints) as 
desired by the customer. These are specially double rolled Alloy Steels bars. This can be welded as per necessity, under 
required temperature and condition with low Hydrogen Electrodes, which assured ultimate strength and uniformity in every 
weld. Steel construction provides superior toughness over other materials. Its Insured positive standoff, Maximum flow, 
Maximum well bore stabilization, Maximum holding strength, decreased drag. They can be choose as per customer 
requirements, these Joints are much cost effective and very economical as compare to other Centralizers. They can be 
supply in any chemical composition, in any international grade. 

The welding rods recommended for these keys should be Extra Low Hydrogen coated and low temperature. So that 
deposits exhibit very strength & provide unique resistance to hydrogen induced embrittlement. This can be welded on dirty 
steel also without porosity or cracking with exceptionally high physical properties. All these keys supply phosphate coated. 
This deposited Iron Phosphate on Stabilizers Joint that acts as a good bonding agent for welding as well as for powder 
paint and liquid paint. Along with this it makes Stabilizers Joints clears both peel test and Salt Spray test. They are 
available in 2 7/8”, 3 ½”, 4 ½”, 5 ½”sizes for any hole combination. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 


